But there have been a considerable number of commissions, and a certain concentration of material is in evidence from Caws' own stable of translations, including new work done in collaboration with Patricia Terry (whose 1975 Modern French Poetry is also acknowledged). And the sheer bulk of the book, its range and, may one say, its cool is a welcome breath of fresh air after too many rather earnest anthologies. Caws has gone out of her way to internationalize the anthology as well, without false exoticism, but with real political bite and aesthetic judgement, drawing on fine poets from everywhere in the francophone world, and this is one of book's great strengths. To have Senghor, Césaire, Meddeb, and Dib here may be predictable, but the fact they rub shoulders with Deguy, Char, Tzara, and Desnos, as well as with a babble of minor voices from across the world, says the right thing about French modernism and its various colonial and postcolonial aftermaths.
It is also a relief to read through the fat book and not be drowning in fake abstractions and woolly grandes vérités, the Yves Bonnefoy school of classicizing mysticism which has ruled the roost for so long. Bonnefoy is in the book all right, but mercifully briefly -the yawns are quickly stifled by the poems which follow, André de Bouchet's spacey chic, the sheer lunacy of a Bernard Collin prose poem (a silly dream of automatic sparrows and giant ants). Such juxtapositions are an editor's private joke, bien sûr, but work very well to change the accepted and acceptable sequences of literary history.
It is ironic, therefore, that the very best translation in the whole anthology, by far, a translation of such perfection, daring, wit, and luscious genius that I am still reeling from the reading and absorbing of it, should be a translation of that hoary old favourite of the vieux style, Valéry's 'Le Cimetière marin'. Only a very fine poet would really risk taking the task on, though -it is a devil of a poem to translate -but thank the Lord that Derek Mahon decided to do so. Mary Ann Caws is to be congratulated for having wheeler-dealered the translation into the book (not only, I presume, because Valéry was Breton's best man). The rendering is simply miraculous. Read and compare:
Comme le fruit se fond en jouissance, Comme en délice il change son absence Dans une bouche où sa forme se meurt, Je hume ici ma future fumée, Et le ciel chante à l'âme consumée Le changement des rives en rumeur.
But even as fruit consumes itself in taste, even as it translates its own demise deliciously in the mouth where its form dies, I sniff already my own future smoke while light sings to the ashen soul the quick change starting now on the murmuring coast.
Mahon's wit in translating Valéry's changes as translations is true to both sides of the joke -true to translation as such and to Mahon's particular transformations. Poems do consume themselves and die when translated, and it is sly of Mahon to imply that Valéry could somehow smell the smoke of the future bonfire Mahon would be making of his poem. It is also true, though, that 'Le Cimetière marin' becomes something 'deliciously in the mouth' in Mahon's Irish English: the lilt and accent in that sweet run 'demise' -'deliciously' -'dies', the enactment of the murmuring on the coast in the 's'-run ('sniff' -'smoke' -'sings' -'soul' -'starting-coast'), the wonderful line-break turn in 'the quick / change', the sturdy Swiftian-Yeatsian simplicities of diction married so mischievously and richly to Valéry's chanting syntax. This is no imitation, however. This is real translation, of an order rarely seen more than a few times in a generation. The Yale anthology is worth buying for 'The Seaside Cemetery' alone.
Though nothing quite matches Mahon after that (it's perhaps a shame he comes in on page 97 -we still have 500 pages to go), nevertheless there are some very fine things here. replacing 'histoires' with 'gestes'. The little pun in 'ways', the careful psalm-like rhythms, the muting of Perse's over-eager exclamation marks -all these make for a real masterclass.
Other French culture is needed in the 'monde anglosaxon', like some strange Doppelganger. Or rather English might need the changes of translation from this particular language more than from any other -as was the case once upon a time with the thirst for translation from Latin and Greek.
But more specifically, no poet should go through life without René Char, or without knowing some Apollinaire, or without having heard, at least once, a Desnos love song, or listened to Ponge on oysters, slate, blackberries, or to a Tzara riff to the woman he's with. These are such essential texts -not good or bad, but necessary. Translation is there to remind us of such necessities of life, and for that Yale and Mary Ann Caws are to be congratulated.
There are some caveats to be entered, just as necessarily. There are no composition dates for the individual poems, which is lazy. A great many of the mini-introductions Caws has written for each poet seem to have been cobbled together from the internet in great haste. The Beckett headnote, for instance, is a disgrace. Apparently 'during the Resistance, he was in Roussillon' -no mention of the fact that he was in the Resistance. And I was not aware that Beckett had written Molloy after Malone meurt and had published both in 1951, or indeed that he had written books called L'Innonmable or Comme c'est. Still, it's good to have some of his self-translations here, including the haunting 'Je suis'. How to translate the title which crosses 'I am' with 'I follow' ('Je suis ce cours de sable qui glisse'), identity a shifting process of unmaking? Simply with the genius of Ol' Blue Eyes: 'My Way' ('my way is in the sand flowing'). The following is in the flowing; the self is in the Sinatra assertion turned fluid, pure process.
Other potted biographies are just as footling, with extraordinarily empty stress on who was friends with whom. The Picasso introduction fails to mention his communism. For the Mauritius poet de Chazal, we are told that he was 'schooled in engineering and wrote in French rather than in English, though his writing remained true to the exotic land of his youth'. Worse than the non sequiturs is the assumption that none of the islanders could speak French despite 100 years of French rule, and the silly cliché about the land of his youth, which betrays shameful exoticizing.
There are difficulties with some of the translations too -again as a result of haste, and corners being cut in a vast project. Easy and cruel as it might be to list howlers, I can't resist this one. In one of the many translations undertaken by Caws herself, she renders 'soufflet' as 'bellows' in Saint-Pol Roux's 'Lever du soleil', which, since the poem is about the loved one's cheek, is surprising: it must mean 'slap'. This would be petty cavilling if it did not raise the problem of translating very difficult surrealist material. When the poem is densely allusive but not rationally structured, it can be something of a gamble to get the sense right. Even with the incomparable Breton, Caws can encounter stumbling blocks. It can't be right, however tempting, to translate (about the influence of a far-off land on the body of the lover) 'Doux à ta carnation comme un linge immatériel' as 'Sweet to your carnation like an intangible linen'. Carnation in French means a deep flush in the skin.
The problem occurs when, as in Breton's 'L'Union libre', the list of comparisons, surreally arbitrary as it has to be in order to be surreal, becomes a trap for the unwary. The poem lists the loved one's attributes in typical high random-metaphysical style (buttocks like sandstone, gladioli sex, savannah eyes, etc.). The randomness and the metaphysicality can create crossed wires, though, especially in the leap across the Sleeve. How to render this, for instance: 'Ma femme aux hanches de nacelle / Aux hanches de lustre et de pennes de flèche'? Surely not by: 'My love whose hips are wherries / Whose hips are chandeliers and feathers'. The comparison is slender at best, but must play on the curve of the boat's keel, so she has the hips like a wherry's 'hips' -not 'her hips are wherries' (this is why Breton has 'de'). Similarly, it is the curve of chandeliers and feathers which is being called upon, not straight metaphor. Breton is working with the quick visual language of the mind's eye, but not abandoning the rules of engagement of comparison as such.
Caws' translations are not often marred by such failures of tact, but the hastiness nevertheless shows, despite the proof-reading which one supposes went on. 'Coulisses' are not 'corridors' if the context is a theatre (Caws' translation of Aragon); 'si tu savais' in Desnos' poem of the same title has to be 'if you only knew' and not 'if you knew'; 'ton rire mange soleil pour lièvres pour caméléons' in Soupault's lion-tamer poem is pure acoustics, the word 'lion' generating 'soleil' -'lièvres' -'caméléons', so cannot be left as the flat 'your laugh eats sun for hares for chameleons'; translating 'il se souvient du jour' as 'he remembers the days' in Jean Grosjean's 'L'Aïeul' is a mistake, as it robs the prose poem of the vital possibility that the Jewish old man is remembering the particular day his family were taken out to be killed by the Nazis.
But the choice of this kind of poetry, surrealist, edgy, difficult, inevitably exacts a price, and for the most part Caws does a sterling job. Her versions of Anne Hébert are very fine. Despite the Grosjean hiccup, her translation of his 'Désert à l'essai' is superb. She has strong and febrile versions of Jouve, of Eluard (very hard to get right), an excellent rendering of Soupault's 'Cinéma-palace', admirable command of Tzara's zanier Dada, good work on Damas, and on Joyce Mansour's sexy lyrics, and is consistently intuitive and compelling when translating poets like Tengour.
My only difficulty with the choice of poets comes in the last section of the volume -when the editor has to choose the post-1980s voices she thinks will hit the big time. Tahar Bekri is convincing in Caws' own translation -a passionate, moving, but channelled energy about a dangerous return to Tunisia after years of exile. Marilyn Hacker is also convincing in her advocacy of Guy Goffette. Otherwise the poets seem all of the same narrow type -young and pretentious acolytes of Bernstein and Ashbery. I would wager that the real poets are not in the pockets of powerful American mentors, but under all our noses, being extremely French.
The real test of a book like this is not its overt thesis (that Breton is twentieth-century poetry, that there are a lot of interesting women out there, that Franco-American relations are generating French poets), nor even the quality of the poetry, but the overall impression it gives of the strength and vitality of French verse over these extraordinary, difficult years. For me, the shape of the century was importantly about surrealism, as Caws proves; but surrealism as a weird, uncanny predictor of the violence and random death and horror of the Second World War. The war does not feature except obliquely in Caws' selection -but all the more tellingly for that, as in Deguy's 'La Ballade': 'l'ennemi dans la place nous amenait à nous trahir', translated beautifully by Clayton Eshleman as 'the enemy on our own grounds led us to betray each other'. The best of the poets, like Char, fought the enemy on their own ground, which included the territory of the poem -and some, like Desnos, fell victim to the evil, but not before leaving a legacy which would redeem the grounds of the very possibility of a free poetry. For helping me see that, and for this extensive set of essential texts about what Char called Maisters (1965) , has been four times professionally produced, last in Perth in 1983 . The Hypochondriack (1987 , Hector MacMillan's version of Molière's Le Malade imaginaire, was last produced five years ago in Edinburgh, but this was only its third outing. Peter Arnott's version of Brecht's Mr Puntila and his Man Matti (1999) was produced in the same year in both Dundee and Glasgow. The last two are published from typescripts supplied by the translators. This kind of summary of contents and contexts makes the enterprise of the anthology sound parochial and its ambitions quixotic or reactionary; but the achievement of the translators, taken together, is a cause for wonder, and we owe the editors every kind of gratitude. So do the translators.
The title is adapted from Goldoni's. The 'twa maisters' served by these translations are on the one hand the Scots language and on the other the five classic originals. Being a servant with loyalties divided in this way is not a happy condition. Goldoni's servant Truffaldino is described at the end of the play (in Carin's version) as a 'rascal', a 'villain', and a 'twister', who deceives both masters. But though betrayal is a necessity of such double loyalty, happy outcomes are still possible. Of course, as ordinary servants cannot, translators choose their
